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Curriculum for Teachers (Adult Education) 

Planning for a standard ADULT EDUCATION instructional session 
 

 

Διάλογος 

Dialogue down the post-truth hole: programmes and tools  

for digging through information and beliefs in the post-truth era 

 

 

Disclaimer 

“The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and 
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein” 
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Content Areas of Reference Social Sciences, Communication, Media Literacy, Caregiving & Family Assistance, Career Guidance etc. EQF Levels 4-6 

In general, in can be included in every content area. 
Pre-requisites None compulsory. A pre-intervention assessment is desirable.   
Competence area Learning Outcomes (synthesis) Activity/Tool 
1. Logical structure of 

reasoning 
1. Using and analyzing the main types of syllogisms  Pre-interv. test part 1 
2. Recognizing syllogism-like logical structures in reasoning and evaluating them slides 

2. Logical fallacies 1. Identifying the main types of logical fallacies Pre-interv. Test part 2 
2. Identifying classical fallacies into daily reasoning  slides 

3. Fake news and 
disinformation 

1. Spotting signs of mis and disinformation in the news NEBULA game 
2. Investigating the structure of fake news NEBULA game 
3. Recognizing unhealthy communication in daily news and social media interaction websites 

4. Reasoning and 
Argumentation 
(optional) 

1. Independent research designs articulate and defend information, conclusions, and solutions that address specific 
contexts and purposes 

To be defined 

2. Logical arguments distinguish facts from opinions; and evidence defines reasoned judgment To be defined 
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21st Century Skills addressed 
 

Critical Thinking and Reasoning:  
Thinking Deeply, Thinking Differently 
Information Literacy: Untangling the Web 
Collaboration: Working Together, Learning 
Together 
Self-Direction: Own Your Learning  

        Invention: Creating Solutions  

Unit Titles 

From Socrates to ourselves 
Cherries and friends 
A world of fake news 
Exploring Truth 

DIALOGUE Curriculum  
Planning for a standard ADULT EDUCATION instructional session 

 

 

EU Key Competences addressed
 

 

Length of Unit/Contact Hours 

2-3 classroom hours  
2-3 classroom hours 
2-3 classroom hours 
5 classroom hours 

Invention

All, but in particular:  

Literacy: interpret concepts, feelings, facts 
and opinions

Digital: media literacy

Personal & social learning: 
manage time and information, work 
others in a constructive way

Entrepreneurship: 
critical thinking and problem solving

 

 

EU Key Competences addressed 

Unit 
Number/Sequence 
1 
2 
3 
4 (optional) 

All, but in particular:   

interpret concepts, feelings, facts 
and opinions 

: media literacy 

Personal & social learning: effectively 
manage time and information, work with 
others in a constructive way 

Entrepreneurship: founded upon creativity, 
critical thinking and problem solving 
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Unit Title From Socrates to ourselves Length of Unit 2-3 classroom hours + self-directed learning  

Competence area Logical structure of reasoning 

Inquiry Questions 
(Engaging- 
Debatable):  

 Is there a structure in reasoning? 
 Can we analyze reasoning (at least some kind of) in terms of syllogisms? 
 Can we decide if a reasoning is good or bad? If yes, how? 

Competence 
breakdown 

Knowledge Ability Competence 

Identify syllogism-like reasoning, identify 
premises and conclusions; classify the main types 
of reasoning structures and differentiate them.  

Apply simple techniques to test the validity of a 
reasoning structure. 

Deconstruct reasoning into components; reflect 
on single reasoning parts; evaluate reasoning 
validity. 

 

Activities Description 
  Tools & materials 

Using and analyzing the main types of syllogisms The pre-intervention test (that can be given at the beginning of the 
session, without further explanations, or given in another prior moment) is 
the starting point to describe simple syllogisms and commenting them 
together, in order to decide if they are well structured or not.  

 Pre-intervention test and 
solutions;  

 Standard Socratic syllogisms;  
 Set theory. 

Recognizing syllogism-like logical structures in reasoning and 
evaluating them  

The trainer and the participants create together other statements of the 
types already analyzed, trying to apply them to relevant issues in politics, 
information, health, social debate etc. according to different interests.  

None in particular 

Recognizing bad and good logical structures in daily talk The trainer and the participants search for syllogism-like reasoning 
structures in news and social media and analyze them by distinguishing 
good and bad reasoning.  

Computer connected to the 
Internet, smartphones, social 
media accounts.  
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Content Supporting materials 

a) Pre-intervention test 
b) Syllogisms 
c) Set Theory 

a) See files in the “Assessment” folder  
b) https://www.mun.ca/biology/scarr/4270_Aristotle_on_Logic.html  

https://web.stanford.edu/~bobonich/glances%20ahead/III.logic.language.html  
c) https://www.maa.org/sites/default/files/images/upload_library/46/Pengelley_projects/Project-5/set_theory_project.pdf 

 
Critical Language* 

The participant can demonstrate the ability to apply 
and comprehend critical language through the following 
statement(s):  

“When advocating for my position, I need to use evidence that is appropriate to validate my reasoning.” 
“This statement is/is not properly structured.” 
“The relationship between the premises and the conclusions is not right.” 

Technical Vocabulary: Syllogism, premise, conclusion, deduction, induction, analyze, evidence, true, false, validity, evaluate, advocate, relationship, correlation, causation, 
bad/good argument. 

* Includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline. 
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark Twain exposes the hypocrisy of slavery 
through the use of satire.” 
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Unit Title Cherries and friends Length of Unit 2-3 classroom hours + self-directed learning  

Competence area Logical fallacies 

Inquiry Questions 
(Engaging- 
Debatable):  

 Can we classify logical “unfairness” into types? 
 Why are these types of logical inadequate structures so common? 
 How do we use to react to logical fallacies and how should we rather react? 

Competence 
breakdown 

Knowledge Ability Competence 

Identify fallacy-like reasoning, identify types of 
bad connections; classify the main types of logical 
fallacies and differentiate them.  

Apply simple techniques to identify types of 
fallacies. 

Deconstruct fallacies into components; reflect on 
single parts; evaluate fallacies’ purposes, 
evaluate manipulative goals. 

 

Activities Description 
  Tools & materials 

Identifying the main types of logical fallacies The pre-intervention test (that can be given at the beginning of the 
session, without further explanations, or given in another prior moment) is 
the starting point to describe the main types of logical fallacies. 

 Pre-intervention test and 
solutions;  

 Presentations 

Identifying classical fallacies into daily reasoning  The trainer and the participants create and/or find together other 
statements of the types already analyzed, trying to apply them to relevant 
issues in politics, information, health, social debate etc. according to 
different interests.  

None in particular 
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Content Supporting materials 

a) Pre-intervention test 
b) Presentation 

a) See files in the “Assessment” folder  
b) https://es.ucsc.edu/~jsmall/Writing/Logical%20Fallacies.ppt  

 
Critical Language* 

The participant can demonstrate the ability to apply 
and comprehend critical language through the following 
statement(s):  

“This reasoning contains a logical fallacy” 
“This reasoning is a form of cherry picking” 
“This is a clear case of slippery slope” 

Technical Vocabulary: Logical Fallacy, manipulation, gas lighting, cherry picking, ad hominem, slippery slope, straw man, correlation, causation, hasty generalization, post 
hoc, propter hoc, appeal to authority/ignorance/pity, false dichotomy, begging the question. 

* Includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline. 
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark Twain exposes the hypocrisy of slavery 
through the use of satire.” 
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Unit Title A world of fake news Length of Unit 2-3 classroom hours + self-directed learning  

Competence area Fake news and disinformation 

Inquiry Questions 
(Engaging- 
Debatable):  

 Are you able to distinguish true news from fake ones? 
 Are you aware of the danger caused by disinformation and misinformation? 
 How do you think we can improve the situation? 

Competence 
breakdown 

Knowledge Ability Competence 

Identify suspect and fake news; distinguish 
reliable sources from unreliable sources of 
information.  

Apply simple techniques to identify different 
types of fake news; search for more information 
about suspect news; react properly to fake news 
attacks. 

Deconstruct (debunk) fake news; analyze the 
value and the impact of information; value the 
potential impact of information; engage in 
fighting disinformation.  

 

Activities Description 
  Tools & materials 

Spotting signs of mis and disinformation in the news The trainer introduces a sample of fake news from the Internet and 
demonstrates to the class how it can be analyzed via the NEBULA toolkit. 
The fake news example can be taken from the NEBULA toolkit and/or be 
complemented with a more updated news.  

NEBULA cards and handbook 
The Internet 

Investigating the structure of fake news Together with the participants, the trainer goes through the 3 stages of 
NEBULA analysis, in order to show them how the fake news analysis can be 
conducted at different level of complexity, depending on (a) the number 
and the quality of disinformation “symptoms” found and (b) the relevance 
of the news for the user(s).  

NEBULA cards and news found on 
the Internet 
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Recognizing unhealthy communication in daily news and 
social media interaction 

The analysis methodology is extended to other kind of news and 
information, in order to train the participants to easily and quickly spot 
signs of “unhealthy” communication and to properly react to them. 

news on the internet (especially on 
social media)  
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Content Supporting materials 

a) NEBULA toolkit 
b) Useful independent web 

platforms fighting 
disinformation [often come 
with resources and toolkits] 

a)  https://sefirot.it/it/nebula? [it is freely downloadable and is available in English, Spanish, Italian and French] 
b) https://www.disinfo.eu/  

https://www.disinfobservatory.org/ 
https://edmo.eu/ 
https://euvsdisinfo.eu/  
https://www.investigate-europe.eu/en/2022/eu-disinformation-observatory-has-links-with-platforms/  

 
Critical Language* 

The participant can demonstrate the ability to apply 
and comprehend critical language through the following 
statement(s):  

“This news is not reliable and has a clear manipulative purpose” 
“This news is badly structures and is provided by malicious actors” 
“I can show you how this news has been created for disinformation purposes” 

Technical Vocabulary: Disinformation, misinformation, word camouflage, debunking, AI detection systems, malicious actors, misleading content, fact-checking, propaganda.  

* Includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline. 
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark Twain exposes the hypocrisy of slavery 
through the use of satire.” 
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Unit Title Exploring Truth  Length of Unit 5 classroom hours + self-directed learning  

Competence area Reasoning and Argumentation 

Inquiry Questions 
(Engaging- 
Debatable):  

 Which is the best way of reasoning and debating? 
 Is compromise ever harmful?  

Competence 
breakdown 

Knowledge Ability Competence 
Recall definitions of roles and types of 
arguments; identify premises, assumptions, 
hypotheses, theses and other key elements of 
reasoning; distinguish different aims of actors in 
debating; define what is an ethical argument;  
Identify a central idea or thesis when developing 
a speech. 

Take into account opposing viewpoints and 
transparently/accurately employ information and 
resources; improve presentations by illuminating 
potential biases, assumptions, and false 
premises; obtain and use information from text 
and text features to answer questions, perform 
specific tasks, or identify and solve problems. 

Support judgments with substantial evidence and 
purposeful elaboration; define and assume 
individual roles and goals in a group setting;  
synthesize information to support a logical 
argument  
 
 

 

Activities Description 
                                                                                                           Tools & materials 

Understand what is an ethical argument and learn how 
to take into account opposing viewpoints  

The trainer presents the main types of arguments and invites participants 
to comments them and provide other examples.  
The trainer introduces the discussion about incorporating opposing 
viewpoints in order to reach a compromise, a consensus or nor, and 
stimulates the discussion about what is more desirable in general and in 
concrete situation between an overt fight and negotiation.  

 Video presentation  
 Supporting readings  
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Learn how to provide critical feedback, in order to  
improve presentations by illuminating potential biases, 
assumptions, and false premises 

The trainer introduces the topic – e.g. watching a video about peer critical 
feedback – and invites participants to reflect upon their feedback styles. 
The two key questions to stimulate the discussion are the following:  
-How can an audience member move beyond individual preconceptions?  
-How might an individual critically analyze a presentation or text?  
The trainer describes to the group what is a peer review process in the 
academic world and read them a peer review checklist, in order to spot 
analogies and differences with what they have been discussing.  

 Multimedia material  
 Peer review check list 

 

Learn how to create and develop a compelling thesis so 
to drive the organizational structure and of a speech in 
the most appropriate way 

This part of the training is a writing lab that can be conducted partly 
online. The trainer proposes the group a couple of starting points (two 
different types of thesis) and ask them to develop a speech consequently. 
The development of the speech can be done online in group. The trainer 
offers guidance and supervision. At the end, the trainer and the 
participants revise together the texts written, in order not only to improve 
them but also to identify key aspects able to strengthen the thesis affect 
and the speech’s effectiveness. 

 writing lab 
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Content Supporting materials 

a) Video presentazione 
b) Materiale di 

approfondimento 
c) Multimedia material   
d) Peer review sheet  

a) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fqZxvdRO5o  
b) https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/academic_writing/historical_perspectives_on_argumentation/rogerian_argument.html 
c) https://libguides.staffs.ac.uk/critiqueargument 
d) https://people.forestry.oregonstate.edu/meg-krawchuk/sites/people.forestry.oregonstate.edu.meg-krawchuk/files/grad-peer-

review.pdf 

 
Critical Language* 

The participant can demonstrate the ability to 
apply and comprehend critical language 
through the following statement(s):  

“Using critical feedback, I calibrated my response to the research question and to that of my 
classmates’ suggestions resulting in adjustments to my claims” 

Technical 
Vocabulary: 

Calibrate, paraphrase, synthesize, premises, ethics, driving force, bias, assumption, preconception, universal, motive/motivation 

* Includes the Academic and Technical vocabulary, semantics, and discourse which are particular to and necessary for accessing a given discipline. 
EXAMPLE: A student in Language Arts can demonstrate the ability to apply and comprehend critical language through the following statement: “Mark 

Twain exposes the hypocrisy of slavery through the use of satire.” 
 


